The use of compound heterozygotes and Hprt selection to analyze X-linked mottled alleles associated with prenatal lethality.
X-linked mutant alleles associated with prenatal male lethality are difficult to analyze because only heterozygous females are readily available for study. Genomic analysis of the mutant allele is facilitated by the construction of somatic cell hybrids because this enables the segregation of the X Chromosomes (Chrs) that carry the mutant and wild-type alleles. We describe here a method that ensures that the X Chr carrying the mutant allele is retained in somatic cell hybrids in an active selectable state. This is achieved by mating heterozygous females to males that carry a mutation at the hypoxanthine phosphoribosyl transferase (Hprt) locus. The resultant F1 females are compound heterozygotes, and when cells from these females are fused to HPRT- Chinese hamster cells and subjected to selection in HAT medium, the only survivors are those hybrid cells that retain an active X Chr carrying the mutant allele together with the wild-type Hprt allele. We use hybrids constructed by this method to demonstrate that there are no gross deletions or genomic rearrangements present in three mottled alleles associated with prenatal male lethality.